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On the 15th May, it is Wirral
Whiskers 1st  birthday.
 
Despite the current situation, I
am pleased that I became self
employed as Wirral Whiskers.
 
I have looked after other
peoples pets for over 30
years. So to do this as a job,
has been a dream come true.
 
Obviously, the last 6 weeks
haven't been great for
anyone. I have spent time
working on my website, new
blogs, artwork, training,
designing new adverts,
networking and writing
content.
 
Thank you for all your support
this year!

Welcome to my third newsletter of 2020.  
I hope everyone is keeping well and safe.

Well this year 's events were unexpected. What started out as a
minor nuisance as my husband was having difficulties obtaining
his parts for work from China in January, to the present
situation.
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Happy Birthday Further Plans Pupdates and Events
All events have been
cancelled or postponed for
the foreseeable future.
 
WIrral Whiskers had
sponsored a dog class at
Wirral Dogfest. This was to
take place in June but will
now take place in 2021. This
event raises awareness and
funds for Wirral Animal
Sanctuary and Parkgate Pony
Sanctuary.
 
Some events will be taking
place online instead.
 
Vets are only seeing animals
in an emergency. If your pet is
ill, ring and they can offer
telephone consultations.
Then, if required, a physical
appointment will be offered.
 
 
 

In May, I will be launching an
online shop called Circus Cat
Crafts. This will mainly be
cards, cross stitch, pictures
and prints.  
 
Recently I have been writing
and providing advice for other
websites and blogs.  This has
been pet related and in
particular, pets during lock
down and also for when
things return to normal. I've
even been  quoted in the
Guardian newspaper and their
online publication.
 
My website will be expanded
to include downloads for pet
care and pet owners. 
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